
where do sounds go
when they fade?

Play some notes
and respond to their fades!

Submitted by Alexander Caminada



Your body is ethereal
and lives surrounded
by the essences of the
people you meet on the street

A butterfly lives in 
a band with no wind
but flowers are floating
just above the sea

Smash a hall of mirrors
Reflect amongst the pieces

Submitted by Georgios Pappas



you are an abandoned
robot vacuum floating in 
the harbour

Submitted by Wunderfish



FOLLOW STRICTLY

BANANA GRAPES 
APPLE PEAR

Submitted by Chris Hawke



Yellow leaves, fall in the 
sunlight…

Submitted by Alan Phillips



SMASH A HALL OF MIRRORS
REFLECT AMONGST THE PIECES

Submitted by dirtydowntowner



it was circling
for me

Submitted by Barry Chabala



Go to the desert
Pretend to be wind

Go to a shopping mall
Pretend to be air conditioning

Consider your lungs a musical 
instrument for the rest of your life

Submitted by Gineke Pranger



Your desk
beats
its heart
blood flows
_______

When in doubt sing

Submitted by CJ Mcgregor



AIR RAID SIREN,
YELLOW LEAVES 
ARE FALLING

Submitted by Andrii Kunin



Sonido creciente, un bajo que 
inicie suave y termine fuerte en 
onda a través del tiempo.

Growing sound, a bass that 
starts soft and ends strong in a 
wave over time.

Submitted by Alex Diaz



think about a cat that is
approaching you

Submitted by Andrei Lazuk



A1. Modular Electronica Live

1. Start a low frequency oscillator
2. Patch it in a filter
3. Oscilate and modulate the filter
4. Start a polyrithmic high tone sequence
5. Add a delay

             Describe a text score

A2. Write instructions for each other

Open and close the water tap

Submitted by Ciprian Ocean



The world through the mind of a 
toddler

The wrinkle crunch of autumn 
leaves in October

Submitted by Neil Bufkin



When in doubt -
sing

Submitted by Dimitris Diavatis



in the cone of light
while the darkness
grows

Submitted by Unknown



IRREGULAR

I  RREG  U  LAR

IR   REGU  L  AR

Submitted by Christiane



MY TEXT SCORE
Follow the cat

I played imagining to follow a cat,
who’s running, then slowing down,
hiding, running again.

Submitted by Antonio Bello



A song a dog would like

WAYS OF WALKING
1. Girafe gait

Submitted by Aasa Maare



Dissolve
And
become
formless

Submitted by dirtydowntowner



Prompt 1 (sent): You heard this 
sound before

Prompt 2 (used): Feel free and 
don’t look back, surround 
yourself with stars

Submitted by Akin Orbay



SMASH A HALL OF MIRRORS
REFLECT AMONGST THE PIECES

Submitted by Benjamin Smith



1)  You are a happy dog and your tail is 
   the conductor’s baton

2)  One voice evolves into many, 
   dissolves back to one

Submitted by <MatteK



Midnight Rabbit

RENDER IT, CHANGE THE PITCH, 
LOOP IT, make a new pattern

Submitted by Yosour Alzoubi



Act #1 - Chess match w/ God
Act #2 - Cat dream of birds

Submitted by Brock Whitfield



From “Fireface In My Face”

to 

UNCOMFORTABLE RESOLVE

Submitted by Bryan Dumaguina



Modular Electronica Live

1. Start a low frequency oscillator
2. Patch it in a filter
3. Oscilate and modulate the filter
4. Start a polyrithmic high tone sequence
5. Add a delay

Submitted by Ciprian Ocean



If the sound you make is 
bothersome, make another and 
compare them. Do this until you 
are happy.

Submitted by Dave Black



Your desk
beats
its heart
blood flows

Submitted by CJ McGregor



play along with movements
only slightly changing
:-)

Submitted by Jens Liley



Play as much as
you can remember
from your dream
last night,
Try not to repeat
yourself

Submitted by Unthank



Misplaced Start Markers

Submitted by Anton Ventura



THE FOG DURING THE LAST TWO TO 
THREE DAYS, FINALLY GETS ASIDE.
THE SUN COMES OUT AT LATE NOON.

Submitted by Dimitris Diavatis



Scratch some things, slowly

Submitted by Andrii Kunin



Sip from your tea cup and make 
as many sounds as you want

Accompany it with a C note 
of your choice. That could be 
anything that you have nearby.

-

-

Submitted by Dragica Kahlina



“DO IT AS IT COMES”

Submitted by Hernan Paulitti



Play the note
on the piano/synth
with a random
number generator
set to 1–12

Submitted by Studio85 Amsterdam



CAT DREAMS 
OF BIRDS

Submitted by Hernan Paulitti



Fall Morning
High Desert

Submitted by Barry Chabala



Image of a burning log fire

Submitted by Luis Marisquirena



Don’t worry about where you’re going

Enjoy the adventure

Submitted by nobueno83, j hunter



standing in a
meadow surrounded
by wooded
mountains

Submitted by Jamie Dougherty



Your instrument
is on fire
Put it out.

In the cave of light while the 
darkness grows

Submitted by John Wright



GREY SKIES
TRANSLUCENCE, CHROME
BLACK KEYS
OPEN ARMS

BREATH, FRAGMENTS
AUTUMN LEAVES
GLASS, SHARDS
PULSE, IN THE NOW

1

2

Submitted by Louis Sterling



Follow the path through the line
Avoid the crowd as it surrounds
and permeates you
Have some rest and enjoy

Submitted by Laptop Kid



You are welcome on DMU-711

Submitted by Luka Beatovic



MINE: ORANGE PEEL MAKES MY 
HEART STILL

DISCORD:
RAIN OVER THE RIVER
WITH RUSHING WIND AROUND

Submitted by Joaehun



Do five things at once, twice…

Submitted by Jolon Dixon



Breathe & Touch

Breathe a universe
Breath a microverse
Touch an ancestor
Touch some soil

Submitted by EZEIXE



Ah, I am joining late

Submitted by Octavio Juarez



Try not to be mad when ignored 
in a group chat, any kind of 
group chat. You sent something 
thru that you really love and enjoy 
and nobody cared and talked 
about bland stuff.

trying to type in the chat
while it’s full force.

Submitted by Mariana Castro



Question the dying light
by moving towards the darkness
at various speeds.
When you hit a wall, just carry on.

turn the volume up

Submitted by Stephanie Merchak



Cloudy day

“It’s the imperfection that 
lets light in”

1

2

Submitted by Delcloud



Prompt

Record 20 seconds on the street and at 
the sounds that one missing

“Activity 2”

Feel free and don’t look back
Surround yourself with the stars

Submitted by Jan Wallyn



Un grito debajo del aqua no es 
un desahoqo.

A cry underwater is not an outlet.

Submitted by Jolon Dixon



Your instrument
is on fire
Put it out.

Submitted by John Wright



Recordsomethingyouarehearing

Submitted by Dave Black



548 photons which have 
bounced off the moon being 
absorbed by a black 
walnut tree

Submitted by Mike Lopus



Go from one contrast to another.
Change is a constant, which is
impossible.

Submitted by Martin Dupras



There’s a cat and a mouse on the 
keyboard. Follow them!
 Laptop Kid

Break down something
Familiar into something unfamiliar
Martin Dupras

Submitted by Laptop Kid



Activity 1: standing in a meadow
surrounded by wooded
mountains

Activity 2: The Veil is thin

Submitted by Jamie Dougherty



a salivating mouse watching
three wolves fight over
the last scrap of meat

Submitted by Mike Lopus



Image of seals lying on tan 
coloured rocks in front of a blue, 
calm sea, under a blue sky.

Submitted by Luis Marisquirena



Find the sound of the basement

Construct a machine to reveal that 
which is hidden by the fog

Submitted by Rob Harrison



Drinking tea

And then astronauts…

Submitted by Peter Schwöbel



TURN THE PAGES OF A BOOK

Submitted by Lucas Antich



You are a cabin boy
on your first trip
onto the ocean. What
does your ship sound like?

The crisp, morning air.

Submitted by Sam Walker



The nightsky with moon as a guardian, 
Stars provide depth to the sky, soothees 
you mind in a space.

Submitted by Martin Dupras



Gustavo + P: dream seeds all 
over your pillow

Submitted by Unthank



SINK INTO THE OCEAN
ABYSS
YOU ARE NOW OUT OF OXYGEN

Submitted by Mike Lopus



The world through the mind 
of a toddler

Submitted by Neil Bufkin



You’re stuck in a traffic jam, 
surrounded by monster trucks, 
bicycles, and several freight trains 
pass by.

Submitted by Tomer Levy



Rain falls on the ground

and flows towards the river

Submitted by Every Sky is Blue



A leaf floats down from 
a tall branch

Submitted by Michelle Merchant



THINKING ABOUT THE 
ENDLESSNESS OF SPACE.

Submitted by Tom Denton



Question the dying light
by moving towards the darkness
at various speeds.
When you hit a wall, just carry on.

Submitted by Stephanie Merchak



JUMP OVER THE MOON

Submitted by Lucas Antich



Take an instrument you consider 
you master and play with it like 
the first day you played it.

Submitted by Pablo Serrano (PBSR)



“Fireface In My Face”

An image of sweetwater 
online store with three Fireface 
interfaces circled

Submitted by Bryan Dumaguina



PAINT THE WALLS TO 
WELCOME VISITORS

Submitted by Peter Bufano



the end of silence
people in front of my window

microscopic image
of a snowflake

Submitted by Dragica Kahlina



Ride a bicycle to the moon.

Submitted by Victor Van Hee



make
scrambled
eggs

Submitted by Studio85 Amsterdam



1st instruction:

You’re stuck in a traffic jam, 
surrounded by monster trucks, 
bicycles, and several freight trains 
pass by.

Destroy the building, plant a 
seed.

Submitted by Tyler Walsh



eat a spider

Submitted by Peter Holzapfel



Tap a rhythm on the first 
surface you find.

Submitted by Stephanie Merchak



Drinking tea
And then the astronauts...

What polar bear?

Submitted by Peter Schwöbel



Showing up at the wrong airport 
and deciding to fly anyway

Submitted by Parikshit Nema



Don’t be afraid 
to take risks

Submitted by Tomer Levy



Both ends
of the
Spectrum

Submitted by Ross Whyte



You are an abandoned 
robot floating in the harbor

“What are the
sounds of two
siblings playing?”

Submitted by Wunderfish



Render it, change, the pitch, 
loop it, make a new pattern

Submitted by Tomer Levy



Falling up
the stairs
- Tanner

Submitted by Victor Van Hee



A SMALL ROOM

Submitted by Srdjan Jeremic



Make something live in the 
kitchen;

Make something kitsch in the 
living room

If you have neither room, take 
something frozen and reheat it.

Submitted by Jolon Dixon




